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An illustrated travel guide

Written and illustrated 
by Adele Leyris

70 pages. 
hand bound

about Slow Travel in Iceland



Proposal
Travels guides are usually impersonal heavy photography led 
books that people are starting to question the purpose of as they 
can find everything online. 
Furthermore, in world where travelling is becoming an 
increasing threat to the planet, how can we travel sensibly 
without compromising the promise of a memorable adventure?

In this FMP, I created an illustrated personalised travel book 
focused on Slow Travel. In this first edition I picked an audience 
profile and a country: Iceland.

The guide included:

- insights and tips on how to slow travel in Iceland

- Key things to know about Iceland 

(sourced from local inhabitants)

- illustrations of locations

- a map

- stickers



Photoshoot of book



Collaterals: Stickers 
The guide book comes with a set of 16 vinyl stickers to bring a fun 
light touch to the book. 

The goal is to encourage people to engage with the subject matter 
and not only decorate they travel notebooks with them, but pass 
the message on to other people by putting them on their bike, 
water bottles,  windows (as they are waterproof).





Collaterals: Instagram gifs 
As an extension to the real stickers, I created some Instagram 
animated stickers to use in your travel stories, so you can promote the 
art of  slow travel to all your followers.

Simply use the Hashtags 
below to find them:

#slowtravel 
#asap 
or 
#adeledraws

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1CpmDLsl1sOClybsUj81TEz-_N1pLMSj4/preview


Collaterals: Pins
Created 4 variations of the Slow Travel pin with Made By Cooper.
They could be used as a fun collateral to the guide book and/or for 
marketing purposes. Pins are an easy way to promote something you 
believe in with a touch of humour. 



How I got there
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Slow travelling 
to Iceland
I stayed a month in Iceland to immerse myself in the culture and 
Nature. I slow travelled there by boat I intentionally didn’t do all of the 
tourist attractions around the country but stayed in mainly 2 locations 
and visited areas around those 2 points.

The goal was to try to live like a local and stand still to absorb as much 
as possible what this country is about so I could translate these feelings 
to paper in the most authentic way possible.

This meant sketching as much as could, everywhere I went, and trying 
not to plan to much so that my encounters guided my adventures..



Researching travel artists/illustrators

Nina Cosford
Illustrator
http://kickstarter.byethost4.com/the-trans-siberia
n-railway-by-nina-cosford/?i=1

Camille Cussac
Illustrator

Lucinda Rochers
Reportage illustrator

Harriet Riddell
Embroidery artist
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/8319534
08/harriet-riddell-india-book-institchyou-
a?click_key=7b3935c361e2d053ade35988
43b06b79d96d621e%3A831953408&click_s
um=2f65cad9&ref=shop_home_active_7&f
rs=1

http://kickstarter.byethost4.com/the-trans-siberian-railway-by-nina-cosford/?i=1
http://kickstarter.byethost4.com/the-trans-siberian-railway-by-nina-cosford/?i=1
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/831953408/harriet-riddell-india-book-institchyou-a?click_key=7b3935c361e2d053ade3598843b06b79d96d621e%3A831953408&click_sum=2f65cad9&ref=shop_home_active_7&frs=1
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/831953408/harriet-riddell-india-book-institchyou-a?click_key=7b3935c361e2d053ade3598843b06b79d96d621e%3A831953408&click_sum=2f65cad9&ref=shop_home_active_7&frs=1
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/831953408/harriet-riddell-india-book-institchyou-a?click_key=7b3935c361e2d053ade3598843b06b79d96d621e%3A831953408&click_sum=2f65cad9&ref=shop_home_active_7&frs=1
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/831953408/harriet-riddell-india-book-institchyou-a?click_key=7b3935c361e2d053ade3598843b06b79d96d621e%3A831953408&click_sum=2f65cad9&ref=shop_home_active_7&frs=1
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/831953408/harriet-riddell-india-book-institchyou-a?click_key=7b3935c361e2d053ade3598843b06b79d96d621e%3A831953408&click_sum=2f65cad9&ref=shop_home_active_7&frs=1
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/831953408/harriet-riddell-india-book-institchyou-a?click_key=7b3935c361e2d053ade3598843b06b79d96d621e%3A831953408&click_sum=2f65cad9&ref=shop_home_active_7&frs=1


Typography and signs research
I was attracted by the idea of using Icelandic ancient runes as an 
alphabet but I did not want this to become something more decorative 
than useful as no one will be able to read it easily. I did reference to 
them in the book through an illustration though, as magic runes are are 
big part of Icelandic culture.



Typography exploration



Book binding research
Book binding of rice paper pages from the Hokusai exhibition at the 
British Museum  in January 2022 (Fig 1 and 2). 

Different types of book binding (Fig 3 to 7)

Fig 1. Fig 2.

Fig 5. Fig 7.Fig 3. Fig 4. Fig 6.



Studying Hokusai lines
Hokusai saw Nature itself as its master, his greatest teacher. 

Looking at his drawings, and reproducing them, it’s striking 
how clearly he distinguishes his lines,  between bold and 
soft, depending on their function. He manages to capture 
the ephemerality of a floating moment in time.



Icelandic folklore 
Half of Icelanders believe in magical beings. When 
the folklore is so embedded in everyday culture, it 
is impossible to ignore it, so I read a few books and 
stories about the hidden people (elves), trolls, and 
other ghosts…

Even though a lot of those stories may feel like an 
educational tool for children, a lot of them are 
linked to a Pagan religion before Christianity was 
imposed on Iceland by the Norwegians in the 10th 
century.



Icelandic textures
Very interesting book of abstract B/W photo of snow and ice textures in 
Iceland by Ragnar Axelsson published by Qerndu Publishing in 2018.



Researching old Icelandic maps
Illustrated map titlesOrnemental map titles Map treatments 



To fully understand who my audience is and extract key insights that 
would feed into my project, I created a series of surveys and engaged with 
different online communities (Facebook groups, Online Zoom workshops).
I started by creating some snappy illustrated questions through 
Instagram stories to extract some insights for my project. 

Over 100 people participated and the responses were overwhelming to 
process. This engagement was exciting, as I understood that even 
non-militant people were interested in the subject of a different way of 
travelling.. However, I could already sense that a lot of education about 
Slow Travel was going to be needed in my final product.

Survey time: 
Understanding my audience



Instagram survey through @adeledraws stories - November 2021





Developing visual language
Urban sketching is usually quite fast paced, but it also expresses a moment in time and the soul of place.
How can I keep that energy using a medium that forces me to SLOW DOWN, such as lino cutting, or embroidery?



Material experiments
I started by exploring my options with material. 
I looked at watercolour, wax, gouache, charcoal, oil pastels, and 
experimented with different types of threads and stitches.

The choice of material was also essential as watercolours behaved very 
differently on synthetic and cotton fibers. The choice of material also 
impacted the colour vibrancy one dry.
I was surprised to see how well Calico (cotton material) behaved with 
watercolour. Most of the watercolour effects on paper are reproducible 
on this material (salt effects, gradients, stains…).





Inspiring embroidery artists

Gareth Brookes
Illustrator/Artist

Sandrine Torredemer
@la_filature
Textile artist

Annalisa Bollini
Illustrator

Natalia Czajkiewicz
Artist

Jillian Tamaki
Illustrator



Developing the visual language for the guide
Urban sketching is usually quite fast paced, but it also expresses a moment in time and the soul of place.
How can I keep that energy but through a medium that forces me to SLOW DOWN, such as embroidery.



Life drawing embroidery
I gave myself the challenge to go life drawing with this technique of 
watercolour and thread on material.

This enabled me to develop a process of work as well as speed my 
stitching up 



History of 
needlework 
in book covers
Influenced by China, most embroidered books from 
the Victorian times used needle work on velvet, satin 
or silk, and dedicated to religious or very special 
books.

Embroidery has often been associated to a feminine 
domestic craft. I like the idea of turning things on 
their head and bringing embroidery to the world of 
travel, and make sure that it speaks to anyone (not 
just women).

Embroidered front and back covers of a 1791 edition of Robinson 
Crusoe, from the Newberry Library

Prayer book by Ann Flower, 1765

The New Testament by Robert Barker, 1640



Icelandic textile art

I visited Skógasafn museum in Iceland hosting a beautiful 
cultural heritage collection including embroidery and 
other textile artifacts.

Icelanders have been working and exporting their wool for 
a thousand years.

Photos by Adele Leyris, 2022

line 1: 
Fig 1. Embroidered chair      
Fig 2. Embroidered snowflake pattern

line 2: 
Fig 3. 4. 5. 6.  Weaving tools 

line 3: 
Fig 7. Wool yarn  
Fig 8. Embroidery on skin and engraved bones to hold thread  
Fig 9 and 10. embroidered slippers



The wool industry 
in Iceland
The wool industry (along with Fishing) was the main 
resource for Iceland in the 16th century as they exported 
clothes and wool to Danemark. Everyone worked on it, as it 
occupied men and women during the long winter months. 
Icelanders could even pay their taxes in wool!

They used natural dyes such as Fustic (yellow), Indigo 
(blue), Cochineal (red).



Experimenting with local materials
I bought some local wool to see what I could do with it. 
Whether the wool is raw or in the form of yarn, it’s quite rough, fragile and with heterogeneous colour.



How to create depth
Painting on tracing paper and layering it creates interesting depth and blurs the lower layers as I add more.



Colour theory workshop
I went to a full day colour theory workshop with Juliet Docherty 
(@colourtutor) in Cambridge.
It not only gave me the theory behind something that I’ve been 
treating quite intuitively, but it taught me to have a methodology of 
looking for colour combinations and how that feeds into the narrative 
that I want to create.
A good illustration of that is the example she gave looking for a colour 
palette before event having the story, and let the narrative come from 
the colours we pick.



Creating palettes 

Gouache on paper Watercolour Home made Natural inks Mixe of papers, materials 
and watercolour



Presenting the back to 
show the work involved
Sometimes, what creates part of the power of an illustration is realising 
what it took to make it. That is why Instagram is so successful for 
showcasing artists’/illustrators’ work because it previews the process 
behind each final piece.

The advantage of embroidery, is I don’t need to show WIP shots to 
demonstrate the process. By showing the back of an embroidered 
illustration, I offer a sneak preview of the imperfect “backstage” which 
gives an idea of how the illustration was done.
It also shows honesty and adds to the authentic approach I would like 
to inject in this project.



What it took to make it
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Observational sketches



The northern lights illustration



Preliminary sketches 
of key illustrations



Process for each illustration

Rough sketch Colour swatches Photo shootPainting and embroidering Retouching

This takes its source 
from observational 
drawings. And then 
composition is 
reconsidered to 
improve story 
telling.

These are made from 
paint, different papers 
and material as 
colour can have 
different results 
depending on what 
it’s on.

Depending on the illustration, I have used in different proportions: 
watercolour on material, tracing paper layers, appliqué, and 
embroidery from local wool.

Lighting was key to get 
the effects I wanted.

The goal here was to 
enhance colours, clean 
up the visuals without 
removing to much of the 
natural lighting effects.





Digitising illustrations
I have explored different ways of digitising the 
embroidered illustrations. Scanning enabled me to have a 
clean, constant background which would guarantee 
consistency from one illustration to the other, however it 
removed the depth of the embroidery by ovelighting the 
work.

Photography enabled me to keep the subtle shadows of 
the embroidery, the texture of the material itself  as well as 
the tracing paper. However this meant a lot of work of 
retouching to get rid of any undesired shading caused by 
the light source.

Scan Photography



Retouching 
illustrations
Each illustration has a level of watercolour, 
embroidery, appliqué technique and layering of 
tracing paper. Photographing and retouching the 
illustrations so as to keep the depth and texture I 
wanted, all whilst considering the consistency of the 
illustrations as a whole, have been challenging to say 
the least.

 



Icelandic embroidery 
patterns
As I am using 
embroidery as a 
medium, it made sense 
to incorporate a hint to 
local embroidery historic 
styles from Iceland in 
my narratives.



Character design: trolls
Most of the guides reference real locations and stories, 
however, in Iceland, the magical world and folklore is 
intimately linked to their everyday life so it is sometimes 
hard to talk about one place without telling the Icelandic 
story that goes with it.

In this case, the 3 rocks seen on Black beach at Vik are 
supposedly 3 trolls turned into stone after trying to drag a 
boat on the coast a little late in the day…



Embroidered elements and type
I explored using embroidery in other areas of the book such as icons, 
typography, and signs.



The cover
I used a different embroidery technique for the cover creating a texture 
and variations of colours of the land.

The sea is made of watercolour with salt effects.



The Map
Carrying on with the notion of 
layering to create depth even in 
a map, I created 3 layers:

- watercolour on material (for 
the sea and land)

- gouache on tracing paper (for 
the colour)

- Black ink on tracing paper (for 
the details)

The intention was to blend old 
map references with more 
unusual visual effects to create 
something ownable to this 
guidebook series.





Printing tests - 
choice of paper
Printing has proven to be a bigger challenge than I thought it 
would be. 
To have more control over the outcome (and to save on costs on 
the long run) I decided to print at home on a Canon Pixma 
Pro-200.
I initially wanted to print on thin sustainable paper.
I explored using:

- Rice paper (like Hokusai): too thin to go through a printer
- Classic print paper: bad quality as paper drinks ink up
- Recycled paper: same issue as above.

I then turned to higher quality Art paper and Photo paper:
- Canson watercolour paper: Too thick and rendering of 

colour was unsatisfying
- Pro Platinum Photo paper: Too shiny and one sided

The best solution for this prototype ended up being:
- Cover: Double sided Matt Paper by Epson 180grs
- Pages: Double sided brochure satin paper 120grs by ppd



Layout of guide
I used Indesign for the Layout, creating a 
grid and font styles to ensure consistency of 
the 70 pages of the book (and the other 
books to come)



Book binding tests
I tried Kettle stitch binding which has a strong bind very practical for 
sketchbooks as it opens up flat.

But I quickly got attached to japanese binding that offers a range of 
pattern possibilities visible from the front cover (not the side). This 
means I could play on different pattern per destination for future 
guidebooks.



Final binding
Really enjoyed this binding although time consuming as I have to do 
the large holes prior to stitching.





Making of - 
Documenting the project

I created a Making of video to show the work involved in creating such a book. 
Showing people the behind the scenes gives more weight to the final result 
and create proximity with the creator.

As I imagine my audience to be travellers, I chose to make a portrait 
orientation for the video as most would be looking at content from their phone.

https://vimeo.com/703501278

Scan to see video

https://vimeo.com/703501278
https://vimeo.com/703501278


What it will become
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Launch the Prototype
To check the success of this first prototype guide book, I wish to create a 
Kickstarter crowdfunding to gather people’s first impressions and reactions 
to the book. In this page I will use the making of video as well as images  
showing the process of creation of the guide, from travelling to Iceland to 
stitching the illustrations.
This would then feed into the writing of the next guides I create (other 
countries).
The aim of this page would also be to draw attention to my work and 
encourage collaboration with travel brands.

Scan to see 
Instagram account

I have also created an 
Instagram account so 
that a community of 
Slow Travellers can 
gather and see the 
latest updates.



Online questionnaire
To bring this project from a prototype to reality, I will 
need to create a website with a few simple questions to 
get people’s travel profile and create for them a 
personalised guide that they would enjoy.

A lot of work and logistics are still needed to make this a 
reality but when I am ready with how it is going to work, 
I will create for this website some illustrations about Slow 
travel to get a flavour of the Brand as soon as the user 
engages with the website.



One colour thread 
per destination

The idea is that each travel guide I create will have a 
different colours thread used in the binding and 
illustrations. The rest will have a similar look and feel 
so as to feel like the same family when sitting side by 
side on a bookshelf.

For Iceland, I went with Black as it a very 
Black/White country with the snow and volcanic 
rock.



Additional collaterals

Map scarf Embroidered Patches

A useful accessory to take on your travels. It could come as a gift for 
every guidebook purchase.

Frequent travellers are always proud to show off the 
destinations they’ve been to on their backpack, so why not 
create Patch versions of the Slow Travel stickers.



Augmented reality
I would also like to experiment further with augmented reality and see 
what value it could have. Maybe scanning the illustrations  could bring 
up some additional information or rich media (sound, video, motion…).



Why I’ve created it
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Having a voice
Throughout this course, I wanted to have more of an intention and a 
voice in everything I create. I don’t want it to be about creating pretty 
images. That is not enough anymore.

Travel sketches are often personal fingerprint of a moment in time of a 
subjective experience. But as Human, we are all attracted to subjective 
stories. By experiencing Slow travel in Iceland for myself, I have 
brought back authentic narratives that will hopefully connect with 
people on a more emotional level than a Lonely Planet book would.

But not only that, by coming from the angle of Slow Travel, I am also 
giving people tools to travel in a more responsible way and showing 
them how rewarding it is to do so both for the planet and ourselves.

In all the decisions I took I tried to make sustainable choices for 
materials: thread (local wool, natural inks, organic cotton material  and 
watercolours and of course the fact that I slow travelled to Iceland, 
which means a lower carbon footprint. However, the actual printing of 
the prototype book (paper and printing ink) isn’t at the moment, and 
that is something I would work on if I were to publish at a wider scale.



Related Commissions
This year, after seeing my embroidered illustrations online, Wellbeck 
Publishing got in touch with me to create this book cover for a novel by T.L. 
Mogford. 
The story mixes Victorian adventures and botanical discoveries.

Creating the illustration involved botanical research to design a new 
flower (observational drawing of old botanical drawings and pressed 
flowers), including embroidery, and inking victorian style maps 



Mini project
I created these homemade patches as an ironic tribute to the travel ban 
during lock down, and our need to escape regardless of the constraints.



Appendix



Statement of intent
An illustrated travel Guide.
This book would demonstrate the values of slow travel through illustrated poetry 
and more functional/informative facts and tips. Slow travel is all about taking time 
to immersive ourselves in a country/culture as well as learning to enjoy the journey. I 
wish to familiarise people with this practice and educate them about the virtues of it 
for themselves and the planet. 
 
What are you going to produce?
I would focus on a specific country to start with. But the idea would be to create a 
series of light transportable travel books. All illustrations would be based on onsight 
analogue drawings of locations and stories. I would like to add to this a level of 
interactivity such as rich media (sound and animation through Augmented 
reality(?)) associated with the illustrations of the book, which could lead to an 
exhibition.

The technical specifications.
Analogue mediums: Watercolour, pastels (and embroidery?) 
Media & Software: Photoshop, After Effects. Procreate.  

Audience
The audience is millenial adventurers in search of authentic and ethical experiences. 
But my aim would be to approach the brands behind the travel guides, such as 
Lonely Planet, and see if they’d want to publish a special edition of a guidebook.

Why
I aim to reconcile my love of drawing from life with my illustration work. I will learn 
how to communicate emotions and sensations as well as telling stories. Slow travel 
is a strong solution to respecting nature and encouraging openness towards other 
civilisations. I would be proud to have a role and voice in that.



There could be an digital version of 
the guide, downloadable on the 
phone for easy access on the go 
(even when out of wifi).

This would enable access to rich 
media (sound, animation, videos, 
etc…).

However it goes against the idea of 
slow travel and appreciating the 
moment without any distractions. 
And that means without our phones.

Also, it is less environmentally 
friendly to have an App/website 
rather than a phone as it is hosted 
on servers than have a huge carbon 
footprint.

Slow Travel App



Full book layout









































































Thank you

Adele Heguy-Leyris - FMP Illustration - Falmouth University - April 2022

adeleillustration.com - @adeledraws




